Equip for adventure

Full range catalogue

A new dimension in

Lifejackets
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(with harness)
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Buoyancy (n)

Pro Sensor
Hammar hydrostatic
190
300

3

ISO

12402-3
12402-2

Rearming
Part number
1

3Dynamic
Seago’s completely redesigned flagship
lifejacket. Our design team have combined
a range of new features in one lifejacket
that ensures elite performance and safety,
together with maximum comfort.
The 3Dynamic incorporates innovative
design and technology advances, bringing
to the world’s sailing community the Rapid
Buckle, Cylinder Safe and S Design lung
together with LED multi flash light, spray
hood and pocket for your knife. This means
everything professional and enthusiast
customers tell us they need is close at
hand. The team is incredibly proud of the
advanced design features we believe make
the 3Dynamic a market forerunner.

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Rapid release (1)

SOS Light (4)

Fast on and off

Water activated

Superior buoyancy

3D contour fit

As standard

Complete freedom of
movement

Splash defence (2)

Burst zip

S Design lung and
spray hood standard

Improves speed of
inflation

Cylinder Safe

Status window (5)

Secures cylinder

Instantly check jacket
status

Water resistant
pocket (3)

Double crutch strap

Ideal for knife/PLB

Full specification on charts at end of section

Kit no

HRK
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Fitted as standard

Lifejackets

1

new

2
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Models
(with harness)

Pro Sensor

Buoyancy (n)

190

ISO

12402-3

Hammar hydrostatic

Rearming
Part number

Kit no

PSRK

38

Auto

8

HRK

38

Ham

9
Sky blue

Active Pro

Cylinder Safe

For those looking for the complete
lifejacket package the Active Pro is all that
you need. The Active Pro has all the usual
Seago safety features of the standard Active
model but with the addition of some key
features such as integrated spray hood and
SOLAS LED light.
You also have the choice of either a
Hammar inflation system or a UM Pro
sensor firing system and both have a
clear view status window to give you the
reassurance that your lifejacket is always
ready for use.
Full specification on charts at end of section

Red

SOS Light (2)

Secures cylinder

Water activated

Easy fit & release

3D contour fit

Simplified donning

Complete freedom of
movement

Superior buoyancy

Burst zip

As standard

Improves speed of
inflation

Splash defence (1)
S Design lung and
spray hood standard

Double crutch strap
Fitted as standard

Product info: 01825 873 567

Navy
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Status window (3)
Instantly check jacket
status

Lifejackets

new

Automatic
Automatic + harness
Models

Manual
Manual + harness
Hammar + harness

12402-3

Buoyancy (n)

190
300 (pictured)

Active 190 available colours

12402-2

ISO

12402-3

Rearming
Part number

1

Kit no

HRK

60

Ham

13

ARK

38

Auto

7

MRK

38

Man

6
Sky blue

Navy

Red

Active
The new range of Active lifejackets from
Seago have been designed to combine
maximum comfort with outstanding
performance. You won’t know you’re
wearing it until it’s needed.
High volume buoyancy together with
unique safety features make this jacket
the first choice for those with safety and
convenience in mind. The introduction
of Cylinder Safe and S Design lung
features demonstrate Seago’s ongoing
investment in safety innovation. The
3D contour design reduces the surface
area in contact with your body offering
unparalleled freedom of movement for
both men and women.

Cylinder Safe

Fitted as standard

Easy fit & release (1)

Burst zip

Simplified donning

Improves speed of
inflation

Superior buoyancy

Firing options

As standard

Hammar or MK5

3D contour fit
Complete freedom of
movement

Full specification on charts at end of section

Product info: 01825 873 567

Double crutch strap

Secures cylinder
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Lifejackets

new
2

3
1

Models

Pro sensor +
harness

Buoyancy (n)

100

ISO

12402-3

Rearming
Part number
ARK

24

Kit no
Auto

2

Waveguard Junior
The new Seago Waveguard Junior
lifejacket is a revelation in design,
comfort and safety, incorporating the S
Design lung and easy fit buckle as well as
upgraded material.
The pro-sensor firing mechanism with
viewing window as standard ensures you
can visibly assess the status of your child’s
lifejacket. This, together with the cylinder
safe fitted as standard, illustrates safety as
Seago’s first priority.
The lifejacket design features a neoprene
collar to maximise comfort, with a high
visibility lifejacket colour to ensure
additional safety.

Status window (1)

Buoyancy

Parent/trainer instant check

ISO 12402-3 approved
and surpassed

Easy fit & release

S Design Lung

Simple for young and old

Protection from sea
wash

Maximum comfort (2)

Double crutch strap

Super soft neckline
material

Fitted as standard

Lightweight D-ring

Retro fit capability

Secure junior to the
craft easily

For lifejacket light

Cylinder Safe

Pro sensor firing (3)

Secures cylinder

Automatic with
status indicator

Full specification on charts at end of section

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Lifejackets

Automatic
Automatic + harness

Models

Manual
Manual + harness

Buoyancy (n)

190

ISO

12402-3

Rearming
Part number
38

Auto

7

MRK

38

Man

6

Classic 190
The Classic 190 is Seago’s
longest selling lifejacket. For
over 25 years it has stood
the test of time, not only in
design but also reliability,
specification and performance.

Our customers know that
they can use, repack, and
perhaps most importantly, feel
confident in recommending
the Classic 190 to friends
and family.

The fixed lung design, makes
our ‘Classic’ the easiest
lifejacket in the range to
repack after inflation.

Integrated lung
Classic design
Twin back strap

Full specification on charts at end of section

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Kit no

ARK

Lifejackets

Automatic
Models

Automatic + harness
Manual

Buoyancy (n)

165

ISO

12402-3

Rearming
Part number

Kit no

ARK

33

Auto

4

MRK

33

Man

3

Seaguard 165
The versatile Seaguard 165
is an updated design of a
popular lifejacket model
that we have been selling for
more than a decade.

Semi integrated lung
Contoured neck design
Lightweight

The abrasion resistant
cover, together with newly
designed buckle and
lightweight D-ring makes
the Seaguard 165 an all
round lifejacket.

The comfortable contoured
neck design and its light
weight combine to make this
lifejacket one of our most
favoured entry level models.
Full specification on charts at end of section

Product info: 01825 873 567
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innovation as standard:
Introducing Seago’s new S-Design Lung

S-lung
The S Design lung is about one thing only:
increased safety in the water to prolong survival.
A standard lung shape on traditional lifejackets
allows water to flow along the centre channel
towards the face adding to the risk of secondary
drowning. This seems counterintuative to us,
especially because adrenaline can cause users to
breathe quickly. We invented the S Design lung to
guide wash away from the wearer’s mouth.

Seago’s unique S Design lung also includes these features:
Unique wash
redirection S Design
Oral tube

Light and whistle

SOLAS reflective tape

Cylinder Safe
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Product info: 01825 873 567
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Lifejacket
accessories

Safety lines
All Seago safety lines incorporate the high visibility Seago stainless steel safety hook which cannot be released accidentally.
The Seago safety lines are CE approved to EN1095. There are five styles of safety line all using the Seago safety hook:

The ‘standard’
double hook safety
line with 1.8m of
jackstay webbing.

The ‘elastic’ double
hook safety line
stretches to 1.6m
and retracts to 85cm,
allowing free and
easy movement.

The ‘triple’ hook safety
line enables connection to
the boat at all times even
when moving between
anchoring points.

Triple hook elastic safety
line, fully extended to
middle (shorter line)
1.5m, 0.9m relaxed. Fully
extended to end (longer
line) 1.8m, 1.2m relaxed.

The Seago ‘Double hook safety
line with overload indicator’ is
1.8m long with two securing
hooks that cannot be released
accidentally, the line also
comes with a visual indicator
displaying if the line has been
overloaded.

Part number

Part number

Part number

Part number

Part number

SDHL

SDEL

STHL

STEL

SDHL

OL

Lifejacket light

Spray hood

The Seago lifejacket light is very compact and includes
a bracket for easy attachment to a lifejacket oral tube.
Activates automatically on contact with water and has
3 light settings, flashing, SOS Morse code signal and
constant. Including an on/off test switch.

The Seago spray hood is the second line of
defence to a person in the water wearing a
lifejacket. The high visibility hood is deployed
from the rear of a lifejacket (when fitted) so
it can be quickly pulled over the head and
attached to the underside of the lifejacket lung.
The spray hood is compact and will not add
bulk to the neck of your lifejacket

• SOLAS approved
• Test facility
• Easy attachment to
any lifejacket
• Daylight ‘off’ switch for
battery preservation

• Enhances lifejacket value
• Retro-fits on most lifejackets
• Protects from secondary drowning
• Simple to deploy in the water
• High visibility yellow

Part number
RLJ

Part number
s

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Lifejacket
comparison

3D-190-PRO

3D-190-HAM

3D-300-PRO

3D-300-HAM

Part number
(colour letter goes at end)

CB

CB

BC

BC

Model

3D

3D

3D

3D

190 pro

190 pro

Jnr

Firing
Head

Pro Sensor

Hammar

Pro Sensor

Hammar

Pro Sensor

Hammar

Pro Sensor

190

190

300

300

190

190

100

S type

S type

S type

S type

S type

S type

S type

Buoyancy
(N)

AC-190-PS
R

B

AC-190-PH
N

R

B

WG-100-J
N

R

Harness
Lung
design
Neoprene collar
Cylinder
Safe
Double
Crutch Strap
Water
Resistant
Pocket
Spray
Hood
Light

Retro fit

Add
PLB?
Burst
Mechanism

ZIP

ZIP

ZIP

ZIP

ZIP

ZIP

Velcro

Rearming
Kit Number

8

10

12

13

8

9

2

Weight (kg)

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

20+

Chest (cm)

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

T

WA
ED

A
RR N
Y AC

Register your lifejacket at Seagoyachting.co.uk to activate
our unique warranty and servicing schedule - essential
for lifejacket maintenance.

T

I VAT

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Lifejacket
comparison

AC-190-M
B

N

R

B

AC-190-AH
N

R

B

AC-300-AH

AC-300-HAM

C-190-M

C-190-MH

C-190-AH

C-190-A

SG-165-M

SG-165-A

SG-165-AH

N

N

RN

RN

RN

RN

N

N

N

N

190

190

190

300

300

190

190

190

190

165

165

165

Manual

MK5 Auto

MK5 Auto

MK5 Auto

Hammar

Manual

Manual

Auto

Auto

Manual

Auto

Auto

190

190

190

300

300

190

190

190

190

165

165

165

S type

S type

S type

S type

S type

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

Semi
Integrated

Semi
Integrated

Semi
Integrated

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

Retro fit

ZIP

ZIP

ZIP

ZIP

ZIP

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro

Velcro

6

7

7

11

13

6

6

7

7

3

4

4

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

40+

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

55-140

T

WA
ED

A
RR N
Y AC

Register your lifejacket at Seagoyachting.co.uk to activate
our unique warranty and servicing schedule - essential
for lifejacket maintenance.

T

I VAT

R

AC-190-A

Product info: 01825 873 567
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“He who lets the sea
lull him into a sense
of security is in very
grave danger.”
Hammond Ines, Novelist

Hypothermia chart

Water
Temperature
(Fahrenheit)

Exhaustion or
Unconsciousness
(minutes / hours)

Expected Time
of Survival (minutes
/ hours)

32.5

Under 15m

Under 15-45m

32.5 - 40

15-30m

30-90m

40 - 50

30 to 60m

1 to 3h

50 - 60

1 to 2h

1 to 6h

60 - 70

2 to 7h

2 to 4h

70 - 80

2 to 12h

3h to indefinite

Over 80

Indefinite

Indefinite

New standards in

Life Rafts

ISO 9650-1

Life Rafts

Master

For ocean & charter

Easy boarding
When boarding from the water every second really
is essential. Body temperature and survival chances
will decrease fast in cold conditions. Seago’s ladder
and ramp makes it easier and faster.

The SeaMaster is the perfect partner for offshore sailing
on recreational or coded craft, designed and refined
over many years in partnership with professionals.
We have worked with users from a variety of
backgrounds to design and vigorously test this raft,
which, as a result, has become one of our flaship
Seago products.

Independent
chambers

For a brand which has built its reputation on giving
a close knit community of sailors what they need to
remain safe in pursuit of adventures big and small,
the SeaMaster truly embodies the Seago Spirit.

The rubber used to make our life raft chambers is
exceptionally strong, but if one chamber is punctured
the other will remain inflated and carry a raft filled
to capacity.

Internal & external lights

Fresh water
collection system

Flashing exterior light draws attention

Inflates in seconds

Drinking water is one of the main necessities of
survival. Our collection system ensures that rain is
not wasted but captured and retained

Minimising exposure, improving odds

ISO Safety Pack as standard

Thermal layer

See end of section for details

Once safely inside the raft the Seago thermal layer
will offer occupants essential protection from icy
seas. The layer keeps body heat inside the liferaft
while reducing the cooling impact of the water
temperature, day and night.

Hand-over-hand grab lines
Aiding fast boarding

Durable Seago rubber chambers
We believe the safest and strongest material
in Liferaft design

Ballast pockets

Over pressure valve

4x
55l

Preventing over inflation

The raft is equipped with 4 x 55L ballast pockets that
are crucial in stabilising the raft and help prevent the
raft from overturning in challenging sea conditions.

Full spec at end of section

STORAGE: Valise or container and cradle available - see accessories page 24

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Life Rafts

ISO 9650-1

Scale illustration

TYPE: RAFT-L(I) ISO 9650-1 Pack 2
Packed

Canister

Valise

Part no.

Capacity

L(mm)

W(mm)

H(mm)

Weight
(≤kg)

4C-MAS

4C

730

490

310

47

6C-MAS

6C

730

490

310

51

8C-MAS

8C

780

530

365

57

10C-MAS

10C

780

530

390

62

12C-MAS

12C

880

550

380

68

4V-MAS

4V

600

400

280

36

6V-MAS

6V

700

400

270

41

8V-MAS

8V

700

450

290

46

10V-MAS

10V

700

500

280

52

12V-MAS

12V

800

500

310

59

Product info: 01825 873 567
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ISO 9650-2

Life Rafts

Cruiser

For coast & cruising

Ladder boarding

The all new Sea Cruiser liferaft is certified to ISO 9650-2.
Specification not only complies with ISO 9650-2 but
surpasses its requirements in certain critical areas.

When boarding from the water every second really
is essential. Body temperature and survival chances
can be decrease rapidly in colder conditions. Seago’s
ladder makes it easier and faster.

As part of our continuing design review we have
identified the importance of a thermally insulated floor
to prevent hypothermia, even when used in coastal
conditions.

Internal &
external light

Therefore all Sea Cruiser life rafts have a thermally
insulated floor, this surpasses the basic requirements of
the ISO 9650-2 that does not specify one.

A powerful external flashing light can be seen
for miles in good conditions, maximising the
chance of rescue, while the internal light helps
to maintain essential night time visibility.

Fresh water
collection system

Independent chambers
Stays afloat with puncture in one chamber

Drinking water is one of the main necessities of
survival. Our collection system ensures that rain
is not wasted but captured and retained

Inflates in seconds
Minimising exposure, improving odds

Thermal layer

ISO Safety Pack as standard
See end of section for details

Air and water temprerature can have a major impact
on how much CO2 is required to properly inflate
Seago’s robust rubber inflation chambers. These
clever valves ensure excess air is released and the
life raft inflates correctly every time.

Hand-over-hand grab lines
Aiding fast boarding

Durable Seago rubber chambers

Ballast pockets

We believe to be the safest and strongest material

4x
55l

Over pressure valve
Preventing over inflation

The raft is equipped with 4 x 55L ballast pockets that
are crucial in stabilising the raft and help prevent the
raft from overturning in challenging sea conditions.

Full spec at end of section

STORAGE: Valise or container and cradle available - see accessories page 24

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Life Rafts

ISO 9650-2

new

Scale illustration

TYPE: RAFT-L(II) ISO 9650-2 Pack 2
Packed

Canister

Valise

Part no.

Capacity

L(mm)

W(mm)

H(mm)

Weight(≤kg)

4C-CRU

4C

680

430

260

32

6C-CRU

6C

750

500

280

40

8C-CRU

8C

750

500

310

45

10C-CRU

10C

780

530

365

50

4V-CRU

4V

600

400

280

25

6V-CRU

6V

700

400

270

32

8V-CRU

8V

700

400

290

35

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Life Rafts

Adjustable Cradle
This premium product is made
from high strength marine grade
316 stainless steel. The frame is fully
adjustable to accept most liferafts
from sizes 4 to 12 person and can
be mounted on the pushpit, deck
or coach roof. Adjust the mounting
brackets on the frame by sliding
in both horizontal and vertical
directions to cater for most pushpit
configurations. The liferaft is securely
retained by a high strength polyester
webbing strap. The raft can be
quickly released using the quick
release buckle. Hydrostatic release
mechanisms can also be fitted.

new

Part number
LRC

MK2

• Universal fixing mechanism
• Quick release buckle
• Adjustable rail mount
• Heavy duty 316 stainless steel
• Adjustable webbing straps
• Market leading specification

Liferaft Valise
Valise liferafts are housed inside a soft high strength outer carry bag (valise) the
valise has two webbing lifting handles. They offer practical solutions to stowing
liferafts if a canister option is not suitable. The valise option offers the versatility of
being able to easily transfer your raft from one vessel to another.

Liferaft Canister
Liferafts packed within a canister are designed to withstand the most severe
weather conditions. The canister is made from a high strength GRP material that
will help protect the liferaft inside from accidental damage. Whether you choose
to mount the liferaft in a cradle either on your push pit, deck or coach roof, your
liferaft will always be ready to deploy in an emergency.

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Life Raft
specifications

Approval type
Lowest firing temperature

SeaMaster

SeaCruiser

Self Righting

GZ14 Offshore

SOLAS

ISO 9650 - 1

ISO 9650 - 2

ORC

ORC

Solas

o

-15 C

o

0C

o

0C

o

0C

-15oC

12

10

8

14

65

Optional

Optional

Warranty (Years)

12

12

12

12

12

Service Intervals

3

3

3

3

3

Max capacity
Self Righting Option
Fixed Storage
Portable Storage
Ladder boarding
Ladder and platform boarding
Ballast pockets
Thermal Layer
Reflective Tape
Viewing Portal
Over Pressure Valves
Hand-over-hand grab lines
Righting Strop
Drinking Water Collection System
Independent Canopy
Independent Inflation Chambers
External Light (Flashing)
Internal Light (Static)
Safety Pack (ORC)
Safety Pack (ISO Pack 1)
Safety Pack (ISO Pack 2)
Safety Pack (Solas)

Capacity options
4
6
8
10
12
14
Up to 65

Safety Pack 2
Both Master and Cruiser come with ISO
standardised Safety Pack 2

Master

• 1 X pair of oars
• 1 X life saving signal card
• 3 X red hand flares
• 1 X floating knife
• 1 X drogue (sea anchor)

Cruiser

• 1 X repair kit
• 1 X hand pump
• 1 X signal mirror
• 2 X parachute rockets
• 1 X rescue quoit with 30M of line

Product info: 01825 873 567
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• 1 X waterproof torch & batteries
• 1 X whistle
• 1 X wet notes
• 2 X sponges
• 1 X bailer

sales@seagoyachting.co.uk

• 6 per person anti sea sickness
tablets. (Supplied either in a raft
survival pack or grab bag)

Hypothermia chart

Water
Temperature
(Fahrenheit)

Exhaustion or
Unconsciousness
(minutes / hours)

Expected Time
of Survival (minutes
/ hours)

32.5

Under 15m

Under 15-45m

32.5 - 40

15-30m

30-90m

40 - 50

30 to 60m

1 to 3h

50 - 60

1 to 2h

1 to 6h

60 - 70

2 to 7h

2 to 4h

70 - 80

2 to 12h

3h to indefinite

Over 80

Indefinite

Indefinite

Smart new thinking in

Recovery

Recovery

RP500+

* Patent pending

new

Listening to our seagoing friends and customers is central to our
approach, and it’s out of such conversations that innovations like the
RP500+ evolve. One of the most challenging parts of any recovery
from the water is boarding. Speed is essential. Rope ladders onto boats
are difficult to climb. The RP500+ makes boarding safer and easier for
everyone. The RP500+ is designed to give the MOB a stable platform to
get out of the water until a boat is alongside you for rescue. At this point
the RP500+ can be attached to the boat so the MOB can quickly, safely
and easily board the vessel using the inflatable boarding ladder.

• 3 Water ballast pockets
• Fast inflation system
• Rescue quoit and line
• Boarding ladder
• Water activated lights
• Yellow valise

Packed dims (mm)

Internal dims (mm)

People

Weight kg

580 x 380 x 240

270 x 200 x 100

2 (200kg)

17

Part number
RP

500+

RP500
The RP500 is a versatile rescue platform that covers a number of
safety concerns. It doesn’t take up much room and is lightweight,
meaning it’s quick to deploy and fully inflated in 5 seconds. It’s
fully reversible and combined with stability ballast pockets this is
an incredibly useful product. Cold water exposure and the ability
to get back on board if necessary are no longer a concern. Comes
with an oar, rescue quoit and whistle. Ideally suited to sports boats,
small vessels or aviation where rapid deployment is a priority.

Packed dims (mm)

Internal dims (mm)

People

Weight kg

Part number

580 x 380 x 240

270 x 200 x 100

2 (200kg)

15

RP

• Reversible (always the right way)
• 2 Person (200kg total capacity)
• Rescue quoit, whistle, paddle
• Inflates fully within 5 seconds
• Red valise

500

• Packed size 500 x 330 x 170mm
• Hexagonal shape
• 1650mm edge to edge
• Packed weight 15kg
• Suits some aviation applications

Life Cell

• SOLAS approved
• Lightweight floatation device
• Highly visible
• Stores emergency equipment
• Fire, impact, and UV resistant
• Easy grip handles
• Floats off bracket if vessel submerges

Contents not included

This stores safety equipment including EPIRB, flares, air horn/whistle, torch,
heliograph/mirror. There’s also room for your drinking water, wallet, keys, phone,
sun cream, a VHF radio. The contents (not supplied) are kept dry and safe in the Life
Cell ready for an emergency. The Life Cell also helps to keep people together in the
water. It includes lanyards which may be used to secure it to fatigued users. Comes
with a mounting bracket, letting the unit float free in the event of a vessel sinking.

• No servicing required
• Two year warranty

External dims (mm)

Internal dims (mm)

People

Weight kg

Part number

400 x 420 x 170

270 x 200 x 100

2-4

5.50

LF

Product info: 01825 873 567
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Recovery

new

3 in 1 System

Inflatable Horseshoe

The Seago 3 in 1 Recovery system is a compact
automatically inflating marker buoy with lifebuoy and
recovery strop which is the perfect solution for a man
overboard situation. The 3 in 1 Recovery system is the ideal
replacement for a traditional foam filled horseshoe buoy
and rigid danbuoy, the 3 in 1 is weighted and has a sea
anchor all packed in a neat waterproof container that fits
to a pushpit with a simple clamp system provided.

Compact and easily stowed on deck using the
supplied storage container with rail mounts.
Offers a lightweight alternative to the traditional
bulky foam horseshoe buoys. Automatically inflates
on contact with water and is designed for easy
donning. A sea drogue prevents drifting
and air can be added via an oral top up tube.
Save valuable space by using it in conjunction
with Seago Inflatable Danbuoy.

Part number

Part number

3in1

HB 2

• Automatic light
• Danbuoy
• Lifebuoy
• Oral top-up tube
• Rail mountable storage container
• Rapid deployment setup
• Recovery strop
• Sea drogue

• Deployment pouch for rapid use
• Oral top-up tube
• Rail mountable neat storage container
• Rapid deployment setup
• Sea drogue
Rearm using 38g auto kit

Rearm using 60g Auto rearming kit
Part number

Kit no.

ARK

11

60

Part number

Kit no.

ARK

7
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Inflatable Danbuoy
The Seago inflatable danbuoy takes up minimal deck
space and is always at hand in case of emergency.
Protected in a neat storage container that directly
fits to any boat rail with the clamps supplied. Once
installed the danbuoy is easily deployed ensuring a
fast response time.

Throw bag
Offers a quick and very
accessible means to
recover a man overboard.
The stainless steel holder
attaches to a rail with the
supplied mounts enabling
the throw bag to be rapidly
deployed when needed.
Weighted bag can be
thrown a good distance.
Including 30m of bright
floating line to grab.

Part number
SB 2
• Deployment pouch for rapid use
• Oral top-up tube
• Rail mountable neat storage container
• Rapid deployment setup
• Sea drogue

Rearm using 38g Manual rearming kit
Part number

Kit no.

MRK

6
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Product info: 01825 873 567

• 30m floating line
• Stainless steel holder
• Weighted throw bag
• Fixing kit
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Part number
THROW SS

Recovery

Slingbuoy

new

The MOB Rescue Sling is a compact and unique
inflatable life belt. Made from the same high strength
material as a lifejacket lung with 30m of floating
line attached. The system is stored in a compact UV
resistant, waterproof hard case with quick release
burst clip. To use the system just release the clip,
take the pouch by the handle from the case and
throw towards the MOB. The Rescue Sling will
automatically inflate on contact with water ready for
the MOB to put around the waist.

• Neat compact container
• Robust stainless steel fittings
• Burst hinge protects container
and sling
• 30m of floating line
• Automatic inflation
• Rapid deployment
• Simple to maintain
• Reusable

Also ava
ilab
le

Rearm using 38g auto kit
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new
Rigid Danbuoy
The new Seago telescopic Danbuoy
complies with RORC and ISAF
racing regulations (when extended).
Complete with high visibility red
and yellow OSCAR man-over-board
flag and 5 metres of floating yellow
safety line. High visibility LED, with
multi flash function, test facility
and minimum 8hrs run time. Built
in weight ballast to keep it upright
and a very durable PVC flotation
device. Stainless Steel Holder
(push-pit mountable) for telescopic
Dan-buoy available.

Rescue Sling
The Seago Rescue Sling is easy to use, comes in a waterproof
bag with simple instructions printed on the outside in case
of emergency use. Rail mountable with velcro fastening for
rapid deployment. Large floating orange sling has webbing
running through it giving it strength, the simple slide
adjuster enables the user to secure themselves quickly.

• 30m floating line
• Easy and quick to deploy
• Large floating sling
• Rail mountable
• Slide adjuster on belt
• White or yellow holder available

SLING WHITE

FL

SLING YELLOW

Part number
Stainless steel holder optional

Product info: 01825 873 567

ODB

• Telescopic
• RORC and ISAF compliant
• Durable, inflatable float
• Concealed led weight
• Bright yellow to attract attention
• High strength fiberglass construction
• Replaceable light
• 5m floating line included
• Spare light and flag also available

Part number
FL

Part number
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